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Welded Mesh
Mesh composed of welded, intersecting wires
and strips is probably one of the most
frequently used materials. A characteristic
aspect of these materials is that the wires are
spot-welded at the intersections, which
ensures a strong and rigid product. Many of
these products are made of (non) galvanised
steel or stainless steel.

The most obvious application of these
materials is to use them as a support of
constructions or as a finishing layer, a
protective layer or as a cover.

These materials can also be used for
decorative purposes, of course. In many
cases, the characteristics can be combined.
Materials that are first of all used or functional
purposes, can be attractive and colourful at
the same time, naturally.

In general, wire mesh is made of round, twined, rectangular or v-shaped wires that are welded
together. The material is available both in the form of flat panels and in the form of cylindrical
constructions. Please find above some basic parameters of welded mesh.
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Special Shapes

Applied wires for welded mesh can be circular
or flat. Also twisted wires are possible.
Composites (a sandwich construction) are for
example woven and welded meshes
combined in one functional sheet or panel.



Inches mm

5,0 x 5,0 1,0

1/4 x 1/4 6,0 x 6,0 1,0 1,2

6,3 x 6,3 0,6

1/3 x 1/3 8,0 x 8,0 0,8 1,0 1,2 1,5 1,6

10,0 x 10,0 0,9 1,0 1,3 1,5 1,6

10,7 x 10,7 0,9 2,0

1/2 x 1/2 11,0 x 11,0 1,6

1/2 x 1/2 12,0 x 12,0 1,0 1,5

12,5 x 12,5 1,0 1,6

14,0 x 14,0 1,2

16,0 x 16,0 1,0 1,2 1,5 1,6

3/4 x 3/4 19,0 x 19,0 1,0 1,4 2,0

20,0 x 20,0 1,0 1,5 1,6 2,0

1,0 x 1,0 25,0 x 25,0 1,5 2,0

2,0 x 2,0 48,0 x 48,0 2,0

mm
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Welded Mesh Tables
Generally, the max. width of welded mesh is about 2000 mm. The length of a panel is about 2500 mm.
For welded meshes supplied on rolls the max. width is about 30 m. Below you can find an overview of
common standard applied (square) welded meshes.

Twisted wires Sandwich construction Rectangular flat wires
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